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Since this is an on-going conversaton and ideas and resources frequently change, I’ve suggested a list of Google keywords and people to follow 
rather than concrete resources. I also provided Google key words to the few concrete resources I provided because, let’s face it, just providing links
on a printed sheet of paper is just mean. 

Things to Google:

 Trans microagressions
 Trans microagressions photo project
 Transgendered vs. transgender
 What not to say to a trans person

o Specifically the Everyday Feminism rrtcle – 
“Here’s What’s Okay (rnd Not Okay) to say to a 
trans person – Once and For rll” 

 Trans actvists of color 
 What is rFrB/rMrB/DMrB/DFrB
 How to make women’s spaces trans inclusive
 How to make men’s spaces trans inclusive
 Julia Serano Debunking Trans Women rre Not Women 

rrguments
 Non-binary erasure

 Minus 18 Pronouns rpp
 What is intersex
 Include non-binary in gendered spaces
 Things not to say to non-binary people
  “Why we need more (rnd more inclusive) Women-only 

spaces”
 “What Being Non-Binary in Female Spaces is Like – rnd 

How to be more inclusive”
 What is a TERF
 What is transmisogyny 
 Sex vs. gender 
 Gender Unicorn
 “9 Phrases rllies Can Say When Getng Called Out Instead 

of Getng Defensive”

Facebook pages and Instagrams to follow:

 Gender Justce League
 Ingersoll Gender Center
 Conversatons with a Gender Therapist
 Dark Mater (non-binary poets)
 rlok V Menden
 Genderfluid Rocks
 Everyday Feminism
 Laverne Cox
 Janet Mock
 Trans Women Belong Here
 Incite Women of Color and Trans People of Color 

Northwest
 Black Trans Lives Mater

 Black Trans Womens Lives Mater 
 No New Youth Jail
 EPIC Seatle (Ending the Prison Industrial Complex)
 The Body is Not an rpology
 The Ramblings of a Random Non-Binary Individual

o Specifically, their page labeled “rvy’s photos” 
since rvy’s page has been deleted. 
htps://www.facebook.com/The-Ramblings-of-a-
Random-Non-Binary-Individual-
509821639208427/photos/?
tab=album&album_id=509830672540857

Tumblrs to follow:

 htp://askanonbinary.tumblr.com/  
 Google “The trans champions you should follow on Tumblr”
 htps://www.tumblr.com/tagged/trans-actvism  

o This one is complex. Read this once you’ve done substantal work around your trans knowledge, because the discussions are 
complex and there are a lot of opportunites for emotonal reactvity. 
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